In [2] we proposed a parallel graph algorithm for detecting cycles in very large directed graphs distributed over a network of workstations. The algorithm employs back-level edges as computed by the breadth first search. In this paper we describe how to turn the algorithm into an explicit state distributed memory LTL model checker by extending it with detection of accepting cycles, counterexample generation and partial order reduction. We discuss these extensions and show experimental results.
Introduction
The model checking [10] became one of the most frequently used formal methods in the field of system verification. In general, the model checking question asks whether an abstract model of the verified system satisfies desired properties that are expressed by means of temporal logics [16] .
Unfortunately, all the known algorithmic solutions to the model checking problem suffer from large space requirements needed to answer the model checking question. These requirements are caused by the fact that the size of the state space of a model grows exponentially with the number of components in the system. Several attempts to address the state explosion by exploiting the aggregate memory of a network of workstations appeared recently (see e.g. [18, 14, 12, 5, 6] ).
In this paper we consider linear temporal logic (LTL), a major logic used in formal verification. It is known for very efficient sequential algorithms based on automata and successful implementation within several verification tools. All the existing explicit state distributed memory approaches to LTL model checking ([4,7,1,15,9] ) are known to have various disadvantages and shortcomings that prevent each individual algorithm from being considered to be the clear winner. Therefore, the research on distributed memory LTL model checking remains a challenging and open task.
The optimal sequential solution to the LTL model checking problem is based on the depth first search (DFS) traversal of the state space, in particular the postorder as computed by DFS is crucial for cycle detection which is the core problem in LTL model checking. However, when exploring the state space in parallel, the DFS postorder is not generally maintained due to different speeds of involved workstations. As a consequence, those algorithms that parallelize DFS based LTL model checking suffer from additional technical machinery that is necessary to maintain the DFS postorder in the distributed memory environment. In [2] we proposed a parallel graph algorithm for detecting cycles in very large oriented graphs distributed over a network of workstations. The main twist is that our new algorithm does not employ DFS postorder for cycle detection because it is based on the breadth first search (BFS). It exploits the fact that every cycle has the most distant and the nearest vertex and that when traveling through any (nontrivial) cycle we have to "return back" to a vertex that is closer to the source at least once. Hence, a necessary condition for a path in a graph to form a cycle is that it contains such a back-level edge. Back-level edges are computed by BFS which can be (unlike DFS) reasonably parallelized.
In this paper we describe how to turn the graph algorithm into a real explicit state distributed memory LTL model checker by extending it with the detection of accepting cycles, counterexample generation and partial order reduction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we recall the main ideas of the graph algorithm as given in [2] . The following sections deal with accepting cycle detection, counterexample generation, and partial order reduction, respectively. In a separate section, we summarize the experimental evaluation of the algorithm.
Detecting Cycles in Parallel
The algorithm given in [2] is designed to be performed on a network of workstations. Its task is to decide whether there is a cycle in a distributed graph. A distributed graph is such a graph whose vertices are divided into as many disjoint sets as there are participating workstations. In particular, a partition function is introduced to assign to each vertex a workstation the vertex belongs to (the workstation owns the vertex). The entire distributed computation is started and terminated by one of the workstations involved. This distinguished workstation is called the manager.
The graph is supposed to be given implicitly, i.e. by an initial vertex and a function that for a given vertex returns its immediate successors. During the computation of the algorithm all the generated vertices of the graph are stored on the corresponding workstations. Thus each workstation keeps its own part of the distributed graph. If an exploration should proceed to a vertex that does not belong to the workstation, a message containing the vertex is sent to the workstation owning it and the local exploration of the vertex is skipped. The vertex is further processed by the destination workstation.
Before explaining the idea of the algorithm we recall the definition of a back-level edge. In short, a back-level edge is such an edge in the graph that does not increase the distance from the initial vertex. For simplicity, we assume that all vertices of the given graph are reachable.
Definition 2.1 Let G = (V, E) be a graph with the initial vertex s and let u be an arbitrary vertex. The distance of the vertex u, denoted by d(u), is the length of the shortest path between s and u. An edge (u, v) ∈ E is called a back-level edge if and only if d(u) ≥ d(v). The set of all vertices with the same distance is referred to as a level. By Level k we denote the set of all vertices with the distance k, i.e.
It is easy to see that for each cycle in the graph there is a maximal k such that the cycle contains a vertex from Level k . Moreover, any edge on the cycle leading from a vertex in Level k has to be a back-level edge. Since all vertices in the cycle have a successor it is obvious that each cycle in the graph contains at least one back-level edge.
The cycle detection algorithm works as follows. There are two procedures that the algorithm performs alternately. The task of the first procedure (henceforth called primary) is to find all the back-level edges by exploring the graph gradually level by level, while the task of the second procedure (henceforth called nested ) is to test each discovered back-level edge for being a part of a cycle. The primary procedure is implemented as a level synchronized breadth first search of the graph. As soon as a level is completely explored, the nested procedures are initiated for all the back-level edges emanating from a vertex on the current level (called current back-level edges) in order to detect cycles. Thus the goal of a nested procedure initiated for a back-level edge is to hit the vertex from which the back-level edge emanates (called target). If at least one nested procedure succeeds then the presence of a cycle is ensured and the algorithm is terminated. Otherwise, the primary procedure continues with the exploration of the next level. Each nested procedure searches for its target in a depth first manner. Since there are many nested procedures performed concurrently, the target of each nested procedure has to be propagated by the procedure itself. Unlike the standard DFS, the vertices are not marked as visited and so may be revisited. Note that the search space of nested procedures can be limited to the vertices that have already been visited by the primary procedure.
Obviously, the nested procedures may revisit some vertices many times. To prevent this we suggested several optimizations that decrease the revisiting factor fairly. The first idea is to eliminate repeated visits that are made by the same nested procedure. For this purpose we store at each vertex the identification (target) of the last nested procedure that walked through the vertex. If a nested procedure visits a vertex it has visited previously, it is not allowed to pass through it unless the vertex was visited by another nested procedure in the meantime. To illustrate the optimization let us consider the graph a) in Figure 1 . It can be easily seen that the nested procedure initiated for the back-level edge (A, B) will visit the vertex G four times (along all the paths from B to G) without the optimization, but only twice (from E and F ) if the optimization is considered.
Another optimization we suggested reduces vertex revisits that are made by different nested procedures. In order to do so we introduced an ordering on the nested procedures induced by an ordering of their targets. At each vertex we store the identifier of the highest nested procedure that passed through it. Only a procedure with higher identifier is allowed to proceed through the vertex. This technique reduces revisiting of vertices quite a lot. Unfortunately, it breaks the cycle detection capability because a nested procedure that could reveal a cycle may be stopped before reaching its target. The situation is illustrated on the graph b) in Figure 1 To address this problem we change the identification of each nested procedure to a pair [T, n] where T is the target vertex and n is the number of current back-level edges the procedure has passed through. Hence, the identification is dynamically modified as the procedure continues. We also need to redefine the ordering of the nested procedures. A nested procedure identified as [A, x] is less than a nested procedure identified as [B, y] if A < B or A = B and x < y. Now, a cycle can be detected either by a nested procedure that hits its target or by a nested procedure whose number of passed current back-level edges exceeds the total number of current back-level edges. Note that the latter case is possible only if there is a back-level edge that is a part of a cycle. To exemplify this situation let us consider again the graph b) in Figure 1 and an ordering such that A > F . There are two back-level edges on the current level and so there are two nested procedures initiated, namely [A, 0] and [F, 0]. When they reach the vertex C they have both passed one current back-level edge. If the nested procedure [A, 1] for the back-level edge (A, C) reaches the vertex C before procedure [F, 1] for the back-level edge (F, B), the latter one is stopped. In such a case the procedure for the back-level edge (A, C) continues in exploration of the graph. When it visits the vertex C for the second time, its identification is [A, 2] which is obviously greater then [A, 1] and so the procedure is not stopped and continues through the vertex C again. It goes through the vertices E and F and increases its number of passed current back-level edges when it reaches the vertex B. At that moment the number of passed current back-level edges by the procedure for the back-level edge (A, C) exceeds the total number of current back-level edges (which is two), the presence of a cycle is detected and the algorithm terminates.
We now focus our attention on the model checking problem and show how to turn the distributed memory cycle detection algorithm into an explicit state distributed memory LTL model checker by extending it with the detection of accepting cycles, counterexample generation and we show how to combine it with partial order reduction.
Accepting cycles
The LTL model checking problem can be reduced to the language emptiness problem for Büchi automata [19] . The given system is modeled by a system automaton with some states marked as accepting and the (negation of the) verified LTL formula is transformed into a property automaton. The two automata are combined together to form a synchronous product automaton that is tested for the language emptiness. If the language of the automaton is empty then the model of the system satisfies the verified property. In the other case the accepting run of the product automaton (so called counterexample)
gives a behavior of the model that breaks the property. A Büchi automaton accepts an empty language if and only if there is no reachable accepting cycle in the corresponding graph. As regards the terminology we switch to a more convenient one and speak of states instead of vertices and transitions instead of edges whenever appropriate.
Unless under special circumstances, we cannot directly use the algorithm from [2] to detect the language emptiness of a Büchi automaton because the algorithm cannot distinguish between accepting and non-accepting cycles. Nevertheless, we can exploit the verified property to decompose the examined graph into several components (each being a set of strongly connected components of the graph) to perform limited accepting cycle detection. In general, the components can be of one of the three types [11] : non-accepting, fully accepting, and partially accepting. A non-accepting component contains no accepting states, a fully accepting component contains accepting states only, and a partially accepting component contains both. It is obvious that as for the model checking, the accepting cycle detection need not be made in the non-accepting components of the graph at all and can be replaced by a simple cycle detection in the fully accepting components of the graph. Since the types of components are completely determined by the verified property we are able to precompute the decomposition of the product automaton easily in advance. In [2] we performed the LTL model checking on those graphs that were made of non-accepting or fully accepting components only.
The basic idea behind detection of accepting cycles in partially accepting components is to prevent the algorithm from detecting non-accepting cycles. For this purpose each nested procedure maintains an additional (accepting) bit to indicate that it has passed through an accepting state since its last pass through a current back-level edge. In particular, this accepting bit is set to true whenever the procedure reaches an accepting state and is set to false whenever the procedure passes a current back-level edge. The bit is set to false initially.
There are two ways the algorithm detects a cycle: by hitting the target of the procedure or by exceeding the number of current back-level edges. To prevent a nested procedure from exceeding the number of current back-level edges on a non-accepting cycle we modify the nested procedure to count a current back-level edge only if the accepting bit is set to true. As regards the first way (hitting the target), we modify the nested procedure to report a cycle only if it reaches the target state and the bit is set to true. The pseudo-code of procedure Search-for-accepting-cycle is given in Figure 2 .
We demonstrate the behavior of the procedure on the graphs b) and d) in Figure 1 . The nested procedure for back-level edge (A, C) arrives at state C as a procedure [A, 0] because A is not an accepting state and the accepting bit is initially set to false which means that the procedure does not increase its counter of passed back-level edges when it passes the edge (A, C). Similarly, the nested procedure for back-level edge (F, B) arrives at state B as procedure proc Search-for-accepting-cycles(nmbrbl) without increasing its counter of passed current back-level edges because its accepting bit remains set to false. This means that the procedure does not change its identification and so it is stopped when it arrives at state C for the second time. In the case of the graph d) the [A, 0] procedure sets its accepting bit to true when it passes the accepting state E which allows the procedure to increase its counter of passed back-level edges when it passes the back-level edge (F, B). Note that the accepting bit is reset to false when the counter is increased. The procedure then arrives at state C for the second time being identified as [A, 1] . This means that the procedure is not stopped but it continues in the search. At state E it sets its accepting bit to true and passes the back level-edge (F, B) changing its identifier to [A, 2] . Then it goes through state C for the third time. At the state E it sets the accepting bit to true again and after passing the back-level edge (F, B) it exceeds the number of current back-level edges. Hence, the existence of an accepting cycle is correctly detected.
Note that if the algorithm is modified to detect accepting cycles only, it may happen that there are non-accepting cycles that are completely above the current level. See the cycle B, D, B in the graph c) in Figure 1 . However, these non-accepting cycles do not influence the cycle detection at all because they have neither accepting states nor current back-level edges. Finally, note that there may be accepting cycles that cannot be detected by the first way of cycle detection (i.e. by hitting the target). Let us consider the graph c) from Figure 1 , C) . Hence, whenever it arrives at its target its accepting bit is set to false. Therefore, in this case the cycle will be detected by procedure [G, 3] at state C by exceeding the number of current back-level edges. The proof exploits the correctness of the algorithm for distributed backlevel edge detection as presented in [2] . In addition, several facts have to be taken into account. If there is an accepting cycle in the graph then at least one (shallowest) cycle is explored completely by a nested procedure because either all queues BBLQ are emptied before the next level of the graph is processed or the presence of an accepting cycle is reported. Another important fact is that no nested procedure can pass through a non-accepting cycle infinitely many times. For a more detailed proof see the full version of the paper [3] .
Counterexample Generation
Model checking algorithms should be able to provide the user with a counterexample in the case the verified property is violated. In general, the computed counterexamples can be quite long which might make it difficult to locate an error. Thus computing the shortest possible counterexample greatly facilitates the debugging process. In this section we present a technique to generate short counterexamples.
A counterexample consists of two parts: an accepting cycle and a path that reaches it from the initial state s. In the sequential Nested DFS algorithm, the counterexample is simply generated by following the DFS search stacks: the DFS stack of the nested search is used to reconstruct the accepting cycle while the DFS stack of the primary search gives a path to it. However, in our algorithm we do not have any DFS search stacks, hence a different approach has to be considered.
Recall that our algorithm uses, similarly to the Nested DFS, two search procedures. Unlike the Nested DFS, the primary search is a breadth first search. Both search procedures build parent graphs that are utilized for counterexample generation.
More precisely, for each vertex v the value par (v) is stored during the primary search which is the parent of the vertex v in the search (called BFS parent). Note that it is assigned only once during the whole computation. In addition, we also store the value par -dfs(v) which is the parent of the vertex v in a nested search (called DFS parent). It is assigned every time a nested procedure is allowed to pass through the vertex. In both cases, the parents induce edges in the following way. If v is a vertex and par (v) is the BFS parent of v, then (v, par (v)) is the induced edge in the BFS parent graph, similarly the DFS parents define the DFS parent graph. In the following we show how the counterexample can be found by traversing the BFS and DFS parent graphs.
The accepting cycle part of a counterexample is generated using the DFS parents. Once the existence of an accepting cycle in the graph is detected, one could be tempted to follow the DFS parents back to and through the cycle. However, due to the fact that several nested procedures can be run in parallel, a vertex can be visited several times each time changing its DFS parent. As a result, the DFS parent graph may not contain a cycle even though the input graph contains a cycle. A possible situation is exemplified in Figure 3 . Suppose the first nested procedure starts from the vertex F and the DFS parent graph is build as the procedure continues (see Figure 3 .a). Suppose that after the procedure passes through the vertex C the second nested search which has been started from the vertex A visits the vertex C before the first procedure actually closes the cycle. Further suppose that A > F . When exploring the vertex C by the second procedure, the DFS parent for C is reset to point to the vertex A, hence the possible cycle in the DFS parent graph is interrupted (see Figure 3 .b).
To solve this problem we assign to the nested search that detected the cycle a new (highest) identification and we re-execute it independently. In our example in Figure 3 we start the nested search from the vertex F once more, the second search from A is not performed.
During the generation of the counterexample the manager workstation is used as a "collector" to which all the workstations participating in the generation send information. Note that the vertices forming a counterexample are spread across the network according to the partition function. The counterexample is generated in two steps. In the first one the DFS parent graph is traversed starting at the state where the cycle was detected. The visited vertices are marked in order to discover the cycle. Once an already marked vertex is visited, the cycle can be reconstructed from the vertices that have been sent and saved on the manager workstation. Moreover, the manager is able to determine the vertex v with the smallest distance on the cycle. In the second step of the generation the BFS parents are traversed from v back to the initial vertex of the graph. After finishing the second step, the whole counterexample can be put together using the information stored on the manager workstation.
A significant positive feature of our algorithm is related to the length of counterexamples it provides. Since the algorithm is primarily based on breadth first search exploration, the counterexamples tend to be short. See the section on experiments for a few examples.
Partial Order Reduction
In this section we describe how to combine partial order reduction with our distributed memory algorithm. We start by a brief review of the partial order reduction method following mainly the presentation of [10] before explaining the proposed distributed approach.
To describe partial order reduction method it is not sufficient to use graphs as the semantical models. The concurrent systems that we analyze are modeled in a more appropriate way as state transition systems (labeled transition systems). If S is the set of states, a transition is a relation α ⊆ S × S. A state transition system is then defined as a tuple M = (S, s 0 , T, L), where s 0 ∈ S is an initial state, T is a set of transitions α ⊆ S × S, and L : S → 2 AP is a labeling function that assigns to each state a subset of some set AP of atomic propositions.
A transition α ∈ T is enabled in a state s if there is a state s such that α(s, s ). The set of all transitions enabled in a state s is denoted enabled(s). We presuppose that transitions are deterministic, i.e., for every α and s there is at most one s with α(s, s ), and denote it as α(s) = s . If α(s, s ) we say that s is a successor of s.
The partial order method exploits the fact that concurrent transitions can be interleaved in either order. This can be formalized by defining an independence relation on pairs of transitions.
An independence relation I ⊆ T × T is a symmetric, anti-reflexive relation, satisfying the following two conditions for each state s ∈ S and for each (α, β) ∈ I:
(i) Enabledness -If α, β ∈ enabled(s) then α ∈ enabled(β(s)).
(ii) Commutativity -If α, β ∈ enabled(s) then α(β(s)) = β(α(s)).
The dependency relation is the complement of I. Heuristic methods are utilized for an efficient computation of a dependence relation according to the conditions mentioned above.
The independence relation suggests a potential reduction to the state transition system by selecting only one from the independent transitions originating from a state s. However, this cannot guarantee that the reduced state transition system is a correct replacement of the full one as it does not take into account the property to be checked. Also, eliminating one of the intermediate states α(s) or β(s) may cause some of its successors (which are significant for verification) not to be explored. Additional conditions for the correctness of the reduction are needed. They are described in the following.
First, we make it precise what it means that a property is taken into account by defining the concept of visibility of a transition.
A transition α ∈ T is invisible with respect to a set of propositions AP ⊆ AP if for each pair of states s, s ∈ S such that α(s, s ), L(s) ∩ AP = L(s ) ∩ AP holds. A transition is visible if it is not invisible. The set AP is usually induced by the set of atomic propositions included in the verified formula. The reduced state transition system is generated by a modified generation algorithm which explores only a subset of transitions, enabled at each state encountered during the generation, called an ample set. The ample set can be defined in a manner that does not depend on the particular way the state transition system is generated. This is accomplished by a set of conditions relating the full state transition system to the corresponding reduced one. Note that there could be more than one ample set satisfying the conditions for a given state. We say that a state s is fully expanded whenever ample(s) = enabled(s).
Let AP be a set of atomic propositions. Ample conditions with respect to the set AP are:
C1 Along every path in the full state graph M that starts at s, the following condition holds: a transition that is dependent on a transition in ample(s) cannot be executed without a transition in ample(s) occurring first.
C2 If enabled(s) = ample(s), then every α ∈ ample(s) is invisible w.r.t. to AP .
C3 (cycle closing condition)
A cycle in the reduced state graph M R is not allowed if it contains a state in which some transition α is enabled, but is never included in ample(s) for any state s on the cycle.
The conditions characterize the ample sets needed to generate reduced state transition systems sufficient for checking safety and liveness properties. Our aim is to combine partial order reduction with our distributed memory algorithm. The reduced system is computed by a generation algorithm which systematically explores states in such a way that for every state s it chooses a set ample(s) ⊆ enabled(s) and follows the transitions from ample(s) only. The key part of such an algorithm is without any doubts the distributed memory checking of the ample conditions. While checking the conditions C0 and C2 is easy and can be done locally, checking conditions C1 and C3 is as hard as solving the reachability problem. Nevertheless, the condition C1 can be checked locally using the same approximating heuristics as in the sequential case (see [10] ). Therefore, the cycle closing condition C3 is the only one which is difficult to be checked in a distributed environment. In the sequential case when exploring the state graph by depth first search, the condition C3 is checked in constant time using the search stack. In fact, the following stronger condition is used instead of C3.
C3-dfs If a state s is not fully expanded, then no transition in ample(s) leads to a state on the search stack.
Our aim is to develop a counterpart of the condition C3-dfs for the breadth first search based generation of the state transition system which is distributed among several workstations. A new proviso is motivated by the fact that a necessary condition for closing a cycle in breadth first search is that the state closing the cycle has already been visited during the search. Hence, we use the following cycle closing condition which can be easily checked.
C3-bfs If a state s is not fully expanded, then ample(s) does not contain a back-level edge, i.e. a transition that leads to a state that is on the current or previous level of the breadth first search.
To utilize partial order reduction within our distributed memory on-thefly algorithm we use the similar approach as implemented e.g. in the model checker SPIN [13] . The approach combines the construction of the state space with checking that it satisfies the specification by exploring the product graph. The only condition that needs attention is obviously the cycle condition C3-bfs. It can be shown that it is correct to check the condition with respect to cycles of the product. We have implemented the method and experimentally confirmed reductions in space and time.
Experimental evaluation
We implemented the algorithm from scratch, thus the implementation misses many optimizations commonly used in standard sequential tools (e.g. SPIN). In particular, our implementation of the partial order reduction is quite far from being optimal. For comparison reasons we implemented the Nested DFS algorithm without any optimizations as well. All the experiments were conducted on a homogeneous network of twelve workstations interconnected by 100Mbps switched Ethernet. Each workstation was equipped with an Intel Pentium 4 2.6 GHz CPU and 1GB RAM.
We measured the performance of the algorithm on various model checking problems, each given by a model and a formula. The models include Elevator model (elev), Leader election protocol (lead), Peterson solution for mutual exclusion (pet), Dinning philosophers problem (phil), and RealTime Ethernet protocol (rte). All the models were parametrized: Elevator by the number of served floors, Leader election, Peterson, and Philosophers by the number of participating processes, and RT Ethernet by the number of network nodes. For each model we verified a few LTL formulas trying to cover both cases, i.e. the case when the model satisfies the formula and the case it does not. See the table in Figure 4 for the list of model checking problems we used.
The table in Figure 5 shows the lengths of the generated counterexamples for selected model checking problems. The column "Counterexample Length" gives the lengths of the counterexamples as produced by our algorithm while the column "Counterexample Length (NDFS)" gives the lengths of counterexamples as produced by the Nested DFS algorithm. It can be seen that our RT Ethernet G (r0 =⇒ (¬ce U (ce U (¬ce ∧ (rt0 R ¬ce))))) yes rte2 RT Ethernet G (w0 =⇒ (¬ce U (ce U (¬ce ∧ (rt0 R ¬ce))))) no
Fig. 4. Models and verified properties
algorithm produces significantly shorter counterexamples than the standard Nested DFS does. On the other hand, the time needed by the Nested DFS algorithm to discover and generate a counterexample is shorter in general. The difference is obviously caused by the fact that our algorithm explores many more states in comparison to the Nested DFS algorithm before it discovers an accepting cycle. Time in seconds needed to generate the counterexamples is given in the same table.
Other experiments were performed to evaluate the partial order reduction based on the condition C3-bfs. See the table in Figure 6 . We measured the number of states in the full graph (the column "no POR") and the number of states in the reduced graph (the column "POR"). In addition, we measured the number of states in the graph that was reduced by the standard partial order reduction as given in [10] (the column "POR-DFS"). This value was measured using the standard sequential DFS algorithm ("-" means the algorithm exceeds the available memory). Note that a reduction was achieved only on the Leader election and the Peterson models. While the reduction based on C3-bfs condition was the same as the standard partial order reduction in the case of Leader election model, it was slightly worse in the case of Peterson model.
Finally, we measured the impact of the suggested partial order reduction on the counterexample generation. The table in Figure 7 shows counterexample lengths ("CE Length"), time needed to generate them ("Time"), and the deepest levels that were reached during the verification ("Level"). It can be seen that if the partial order reduction is employed then the shallowest accepting cycles may get slightly deeper. This may increase the number of states that are explored by the algorithm before an accepting cycle is discov- We proposed an extension of the algorithm presented in [2] to a full LTL model checking algorithm without loosing any of its positive features. In particular, we show how to detect accepting cycles, generate counterexamples, and how to employ partial order reduction.
As expected the counterexamples were very short compared to those returned by the Nested DFS algorithm. This is due to the breadth first like nature of the state space generation. However, the time to find the counterexample was generally longer and more states had to be explored. We stress that the shortness of a counterexample is crucial in debugging.
Another positive feature of the algorithm is its behavior on graphs with a small number of back-level edges. In such cases the behavior of our algorithm for the full LTL model checking practically equals to the reachability analysis. There were several models confirming this.
On the other hand, there are several drawbacks associated with the breadth first approach. We have mentioned it may generally take more time to find a counterexample. Furthermore, the Nested DFS algorithm is sometimes able to find an error in extremely large graphs, while our algorithm can succeed only if the error is not "far" from the initial vertex in these cases. Another drawback arises when the graph contains many back-level edges. Moreover, if the graph does not contain an accepting cycle, it must be fully explored, and frequent revisiting of states causes the time of the computation to be much longer than the time of a simple reachability analysis.
As firstly argued in [14] the partial order reduction technique exploiting the C3-dfs condition is hardly transformed to the distributed memory state space generation. On the other hand, the reduction achieved by our algorithm combined with the C3-bfs condition is in many cases practically comparable to the reduction in the standard sequential Nested DFS algorithm. Of course, in some cases the C3-bfs is too weak to give a significant reduction. In [17] the distributed algorithm Twophase is proposed. In contrast to the sequential Nested DFS algorithm algorithm, Twophase is much simpler as it works only with singleton ample sets, i.e., whenever there is no singleton satisfying the ample conditions, the state is fully expanded. We have not compared our algorithm directly to the Twophase algorithm. Recently, yet another approach to partial order reduction in distributed environment has been proposed in [8] . The technique is used to generate reduced state space, however it is not possible to combine it directly with on-the-fly breath first search algorithms.
The distributed counterexample generation (if considered) is typically performed as two reachability procedures: the first one localizes a reachable vertex on an accepting cycle, while the second one generates the cycle. BFS parent graph have been used for the first search in [9, 7] .
